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ABSTRACT 

  Low density parity check codes have recently drawn much attention due to their near-capacity 

error correction performance and currently in the focus of many standardization activities. In this contribution we 

discuss about Low density parity check ( LDPC) codes and from the basics of Linear block code (LBC) which is 

universal LDPC. As an application of the methods developed, an achievability result for reliable memory systems 

constructed from unreliable components is provided. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The basic goal in channel coding is to design encoder-decoder pairs that allow reliable communication over noisy 

channels at information rates close to capacity [1]. The primary obstacle in the quest for practical capacity-achieving 

codes has been decoding complexity. Low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes have, however, emerged as a class of 

codes that have performance at or near the Shannon limit  and yet are sufficiently structured as to have decoders 

with circuit implementations. In addition to decoder complexity, decoder reliability may also limit practical channel 

coding.1 In Shannon‟s schematic diagram of a general communication system [1, Fig. 1] and in the traditional 

information and communication theories that have developed within the confines of that diagram, noise is localized 

in the communication channel. The decoder is assumed to operate without error. Given the possibility of unreliable 

computation on faulty hardware, there is value in studying error-prone decoding. In fact Hamming‟s original 

development of paritycheck codes was motivated by applications in computing rather than in communication [3]. 

The goal of this paper is to investigate limits of communication systems with noisy decoders and has dual 

motivations. The first is the eminently practical motivation of determining how well error control codes work when 

decoders are faulty. The second is the deeper motivation of determining fundamental limits for processing unreliable 

signals with unreliable computational devices, illustrated schematically in Fig. 1. The motivations are intertwined. 

As noted by Pierce, “The down-to-earth problem of making a computer work, in fact, becomes tangled with this 

difficult philosophical problem: „What is possible and what is impossible when unreliable circuits are used to 

process unreliable information?‟”  
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A first step in understanding these issues is to analyze a particular class of codes and decoding techniques: iterative 

message- passing decoding algorithms for LDPC codes. When the code is represented as a factor graph, algorithm 

computations occur at nodes and algorithm communication is carried out over edges. Correspondence between the 

factor graph and the algorithm is not only a tool for exposition but also the way decoders are implemented [2]. In 

traditional performance analysis, the decoders are assumed to work without error. In this paper, there will be 

transient local computation and message-passing errors, whether the decoder is analog or digital. 

When the decoder itself is noisy, one might believe that achieving arbitrarily small probability of error (Shannon 

reliability) is not possible, but this is indeed possible for certain sets of noisy channels and noisy decoders. This is 

shown by example. For other sets of noisy channels and noisy decoders, Shannon reliability is not achievable, but 

error probability tending to extremely small values is achievable. Small probability of error, η, is often satisfactory 

in practice, and so η-reliable performance is also investigated. Decoding thresholds at  η-reliability decrease 

smoothly with increasing decoder noise. Communication systems may display graceful degradation with respect to 

noise levels in the decoder. 

A Noisy Communication System
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Fig .1 schematic diagram of an information system that process unreliable signals with unreliable circuits. 

The sender passes a message to the encoder, which then adds redundant information to the message to form a 

codeword. The codeword should all be far apart so that, if the channel corrupts a codeword in a only few places, the 

decoder ill still be able to determine which codeword was sent. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. 

Section II reviews motivations. The decoder architecture is presented in Section III. In Section IV implementation of 

universal LDPC is presented and section V provides conclusion. 

II. BACKGROUND 

A. Practical Motivations 

Although always present recent technological trends in digital circuit design bring practical motivations to the fore 

[4]-[5]. The 2008 update of the International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors (ITRS)2 points out that for 

complementary metal-oxide-silicon (CMOS) technology, increasing power densities, decreasing supply voltages, 

and decreasing sizes have increased sensitivity to cosmic radiation, electromagnetic interference, and thermal 

fluctuations. The ITRS further says that an ongoing shift in the manufacturing paradigm will dramatically reduce 

costs but will lead to more transient failures of signals, logic values, devices, and interconnects. Device technologies 
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beyond CMOS, such as single-electron tunneling technology  carbon-based nano electronics and chemically 

assembled electronic nano computers  are also projected to enter production, but they all display erratic, random 

device behavior [6]. 

Analog computations are always subject to noise. Similar issues arise when performing real-valued computations on 

digital computers since quantization, whether fixed-point or floating-point, is often well-modeled as bounded, 

additive stochastic noise [7].   

B. Coding and Computing 

Information and communication theory have provided limits for processing unreliable signals with reliable circuits 

whereas fault-tolerant computing theory has provided limits for processing reliable signals (inputs) with unreliable 

circuits. This work brings the two together.  

 A brief overview of terms and concepts from fault-tolerant computing, based on is now provided. A fault is a 

physical defect, imperfection, or flaw that occurs within some hardware or software component. An error is the 

informational manifestation of a fault. A permanent fault exists indefinitely until corrective action is taken, whereas 

a transient fault appears and disappears in a short period of time. Noisy circuits in which the interconnection pattern 

of components are trees are called formulas [9]. 

In an error model, the effects of faults are given directly in the informational universe. For example, the basic von 

Neumann model of noisy circuits [8] models transient faults in logic gates and wires as message and node 

computation noise that is both spatially and temporally independent; this has more recently also been called the 

Hegde–Shanbhag model. This error model is used here. Error models of permanent faults or of miswired circuit 

interconnection  have been considered elsewhere. Such permanent errors in decoding circuits may be interpreted as 

either changing the factor graph used for decoding or as introducing new potentials into the factor graph; the code 

used by the encoder and the code used by the decoder are different. 

There are several design philosophies to combat faults. Fault avoidance seeks to make physical components more 

reliable. Fault masking seeks to prevent faults from introducing errors. Fault tolerance is the ability of a system to 

continue performing its function in the presence of faults. This paper is primarily concerned with fault tolerance. 

III. DECODER ARCHITECTURE  

In this section, we present the architecture specifically designed for universal-LDPC code decoders. For a regular 

universal-LDPC code, Variable node processor units (VPU) and (MPU) are instantiated in the decoder. 

A. Decoding Schedule 

First, let us discuss the decoding schedule. Fig. 3 illustrates the decoding flow for a simple universal-LDPC code. 

The schedule can be simply applied to other cases with different P, c, and t parameters. P columns are processed 

concurrently in one clock cycle. The left-most P columns are processed first, then the second left-most P columns, 

and so on. The column process and the row process are interleaved. In every clock cycle,  VPUs get M check-to-

variable messages and compute the M variable-to check messages, so that MPUs get one message each, so each 

MPU can deal with one step of the check node process. The  whole check node process is divided into t steps. With 

this decoding schedule, we can finish one iteration in clock cycles. It is normally much faster than the traditional 

partly parallel decoder architectures [11], [12]. 
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B. General Decoder Architecture 

The overall decoder block diagram is shown in Fig. 4. The critical part of this implementation is the network 

connecting VPUs and MPUs. The shuffle network transmits variable-to check messages. In the LDPC decoding 

algorithm, MPUs only communicate with VPUs and the row processes of different check nodes are independent of 

each other. In our Universal-LDPC decoder architecture, one block called MPU communication network is added to 

the MPUs to reduce the complexity of the shuffle networks.  

For random codes, the shuffle network routing complexity is normally intolerable, while for Universal-LDPC codes 

we introduced above, the shuffle networks become really simple. Through the introduction of the MPU 

communication network, we can ensure that each MPU processes the variable-to-check messages from and transmit 

the check- to-variable messages to a fixed VPU during the entire decoding process. This will be illustrated more 

clearly later. In fact, the shuffle network connecting MPU sand VPUs only consists of M*b wires, where we assume 

each Fig. 4. Messages iteratively exchange between VPU and MPU through the shuffle network. Data flow of row 

process intermediate result. message is quantized as b bits. Normally the quantization bits b is chosen as 6. Fig. 2 

explains why each MPU always computes with the messages from a fixed VPU during the entire decoding process. 
With the simple shuffle network, MPU is connected with VPU X. The row process of each check node is separated 

into steps with one variable-to-check message being processed in each step. At the first clock cycle of an 

 

Fig.2. Massages iteratively exchange between VPU and MPU through the shuffle network iteration, having received 

the message from VPU X, MPU performs the first step of the row process. After that, MPU i passes the th row 

process intermediate result to MPU through the MPU communication network. Mean while, MPU receives the row 

process intermediate result from MPU . In the second clock cycle of the iteration, MPU i still receives the variable-

to-check message from VPU X. This message and the row process intermediate result in MPU are both 

corresponding to row . Therefore, MPU i can perform the second step of th row process. At the same time, MPU is 

performing the second step of th row process. Such process is continued until the whole iteration is finished. For 

variable node processing, VPU X receives the check-toss variable message in sequential from row to, etc. The MPU 

communication network can also ensure that VPU X only need to receive its message from MPU . 

We next show the above decoding schedule more clearly with Fig. 2. As an example, we will illustrate with the 

simple Universal-LDPC code matrix in Fig. 1. When one iteration starts, in the first clock cycle, each MPU 

processes the message from a VPU according to the “1”s positions in the left-most sub matrix .When this one step 

row process is finished, the row process intermediate results are shifted between MPUs through the MPU 
communication network (intra iteration). In the second clock cycle, MPU2 process the data of row 1; MPU3 process 

the data of row 2, etc. It can be seen from Fig. 6 that MPU1 always transmits to and gets message from VPU4; 

MPU2always transmits to and gets message from VPU2; etc. In brief, each MPU communicates with the same VPU 

in all the three clock cycles per iteration. Once the iteration is finished, the row process result will be transferred 

back to appropriate MPU to produce check-to-variable messages. The results are transferred through the MPU 
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communication network (inter iterations).This network is a one-to-one communication network. Therefore, the 

communication between MPUs and VPUs required by the decoding algorithm is decomposed into three kinds of 

connections: the connection between MPU and VPU; the MPU communication network (intra iteration); and the 

MPU communication network (inter iterations) In the following, we will introduce the architecture of Memory  

processor applying decoding algorithm. The(8192, 7168) (4, 32) Universal-LDPC code is chosen as the design 

example. 

C. Architecture of Memory Process Unit 

First of all, we show the message memory management in Fig. 3.We only save the row process results. In addition, 

the results are saved in a compressed way that only the minimum magnitude Fig. 3. Shows the memory processor 

unit . This message storage method is similar to the method used in [13] and [14] and it can greatly reduce the 

memory requirement. These row process results are stored in SRAM 

 
Fig. 3.  Memory processor unit. 

. The memory processor unit architecture explains  the row process computation part. The work it does is to 

compare the magnitude of the input message with the current row process intermediate result, and do the E-XOR 

operation to store the intermediate  result and send to CWB. Fig.4. is the general decoder architecture. The work it 

does is to select the proper message magnitude according to the index value, and compute the sign of the message. 

Then the row process result of the last iteration is passed to next MPU. At the beginning of each iteration, it 

performs the message scale calculation 

 
Fig. 4. General decoder architecture 
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The architecture of variable node processor unit is the same with [10].It can be designed with only combinational 

logic. To increase the clock frequency, two level pipelines are added to the VPU design. Fig. 5 shows the VPU 

architecture 

 
Fig. 5 Architecture of the variable node processor unit. 

 StoT will convert from the sign-magnitude format to two‟s complement format. TtoS is for reverse conversion. 

D. More Parallel Level 

To further increase the decoding speed, more parallel level can be added to the decoder architecture. For example, to 

double the parallel level, 2*P VPUs should be instantiated. The architecture of MPU should be changed to process 

two messages per clock cycle. Then each iteration can be finished in t/2 clock cycles. A decoder example is 

designed to investigate the trade off between hardware cost and decoding speed. 

 
Fig. 6. Floor-plan and layout 

V. SIMULATION RESULTS 

 

Output for Universal LDPC Using verilog 
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Output for Universal LDPC In VHDL 

VI. CONCLUSION 

We conclude that many of what have been considered significant disadvantages of LDPC codes (inflexibility, high 

encoding complexity, etc.) can be overcome by appropriate use of different algorithms and strategies that have been 

recently developed 

Loeliger et al. [2] had observed that decoders are robust to non idealities and noise in physical implementations, 

however they had noted that “the quantitative analysis of these effects is a challenging theoretical problem.” This 

work has taken steps to address this challenge by characterizing robustness to decoder  noise. 

The extension of the density evolution method to the case of faulty decoders allows a simplified means of 

asymptotic performance characterization. However, the degradation of a suitably defined decoding threshold is 
smooth with increasing decoder noise, whether in circuit nodes or circuit wires. Due to this smoothness, codes 

optimized for fault-free decoders do work well with faulty decoders, however optimization of codes for systems 

with faulty decoders remains to be studied.  

The basic idea of using a first (noiseless) decoder to correct many errors and then a second (noiseless)  

decoder  to clean things up was already present in but it may be extended to the faulty decoder setting. 
Reducing the number of iteration in universal LDPC  decoder circuit. The Trade off developed between the quality 

of the communication channel and the quality of the decoder may provide guidelines for allocating resources in 

communication system design. 

Analysis of other decoding algorithms with other error models will presumably yield results similar to those 

obtained here. For greater generality, one might move beyond simple LDPC codes and consider arbitrary codes 

decoded with very general iterative decoding circuits  with suitable error models.  

Even just a bit of imagination provides numerous models of channel noise and circuit faults that may be investigated 

in the future to provide further insights into the fundamental limits of noisy communication and computing. 
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